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ABSTRACT

Africa has one of the highest prevalence of heart diseases in children and young adults, including congenital heart disease (CHD) and rheumatic heart disease (RHD). We present here an extensive review of recent data from the African continent highlighting key studies and information regarding progress in CHD and RHD since 2005. Main findings include evidence that the CHD burden is underestimated mainly due to the poor outcome of African children with CHD. The interest in primary prevention for RHD has been recently emphasised, and new data are available regarding echocardiographic screening for subclinical RHD and initiation of secondary prevention. There is an urgent need for comprehensive service frameworks to improve access and level of care and services for patients, educational programmes to reinforce the importance of prevention and early diagnosis and a relevant research agenda focusing on the African context.

INTRODUCTION

The epidemiological patterns of heart disease differ greatly between developed nations and sub-Saharan countries, where rheumatic heart disease (RHD) remains a public health issue while congenital heart disease (CHD) bears a poor prognosis. The huge strides made in the developed regions of the world in diagnostic options, and surgical and interventional management of complex CHD have not been replicated in Africa.1–2 Yet a number of important centres and collaborations have evolved over the past decade in order to address these disparities and renewed attention has been focused on early detection and management of CHD while encouraging innovative approaches and training centres of excellence.1–5

In Africa, RHD has demonstrated a particular prevalence in the younger African population.6 Since 2006, efforts from affected nations in Africa have resulted in the launch of control and prevention initiatives such as the Drakensberg Declaration and in an invigorated research agenda which has focused attention on echocardiographic screening for RHD leading to the concept of ‘subclinical’ RHD, and on contemporary trends in management and outcome of patients with tertiary RHD from all over the continent.7–9

BURDEN OF CHD IN AFRICA

The birth prevalence of CHD is thought to be relatively similar the world over, with variations between regions and countries due to genetic, environmental and epigenetic differences.10 The estimate of ~8 per 1000 live births is generally accepted as the most reliable, however a recent systematic review emphasised potential significant differences, with the lowest prevalence rate observed in Africa, particularly among lowest-income populations.11 This mainly reflects the paucity of readily available estimates and the urgent need for robust data to support burden of disease calculations in Africa. Given the reductions in under-5 years mortality (albeit less than in developed countries), and coupled with the projected increase in the proportion of African people in the world over the next decades, the number of children and adults affected with CHD in Africa may be vastly underestimated.

Several recent publications have profiled the epidemiology of CHD in children and adults in Africa, emphasising the burden of CHD among patients referred with suspected heart disease.12–14 Among children and adults with suspected heart disease the prevalence appears to be dramatically much higher according to recent data from Sudan.15 In Cameroon, 13.1% of patients with suspected cardiac pathologies, aged between 2 months and 41 years (mean age 10±9 years), during a 4-year study period, were diagnosed with CHD.16 A survey conducted in Mozambique provided an opportunity to assess the prevalence of CHD in the general population of public school children in Maputo.17 Five children (out of 2170) had CHD giving a prevalence of 2.3 in 1000 of which 80% were newly discovered.

Data from northern Nigeria reported that among 1312 patients (aged 9 days to 35 years) with abnormal echocardiograms, 122 (9.3%) had CHD.18 The predominant lesions noted were ventricular septal defect and among cyanotic lesions, tetralogy of Fallot. However critical congenital heart defects such as left-sided obstructive lesions were rare, suggesting the poor survival of affected children, and the likelihood that the data available underestimate the true prevalence of CHD.

Children with CHD in Africa have a dramatically different prognosis to those living in developed nations, in terms of morbidity and mortality.1 The impact of CHD on admissions for heart failure has been established in southwestern Uganda.19 The aetiology of heart failure in this cohort of children (n=58) was largely due to CHD (35%) compared with acquired heart diseases, establishing the importance of CHD as a cause of heart failure among children in Africa.16,20 A recent review of the profile of CHD in newborns in Bizerte, Tunisia, a middle-income country, revealed that medical
treatment was indicated in 46.3% and surgery in 22.5% of patients with a very high case-fatality rate of 23.8% over a 9-year period. The limited access to surgical programmes means a long waiting list, in particular when the only access to surgery requires sending children abroad for treatment. While early postoperative mortality in children deemed fit for surgery may be as low as 4%, the long-term outcome of children sent abroad for surgery is associated with a high mortality rate (18.8%) in part related to the delay prior to definitive treatment. Yet, the majority of congenital cardiac lesions are simple and potentially correctable with suitable medical and surgical facilities. Instead, children living with these lesions in many parts of Africa will die in early teens or adulthood from the long-term effects of cyanosis, pulmonary hypertension and cardiac failure.

**BURDEN OF RHD IN AFRICA**

RHD remains the leading cause of acquired heart disease among the young worldwide. The condition results from repeated acute rheumatic fever (ARF) attacks following exposure to Group A streptococci (GAS) infections. The incidence of ARF has remained particularly challenging to assess accurately and thus, no prospective population-based studies of the incidence of first attack of ARF from Africa is available to date. No reports were included in recent systematic reviews. Even without considering the existence of atypical or asymptomatic forms of GAS autoimmune reaction, these data are probably a gross underestimation of the reality in Africa.

It has been projected that more than 15 million people suffer from RHD worldwide, which is likely a significant underestimation according to the increasing data on subclinical RHD. Historically, sub-Saharan Africa has had the greatest prevalence of clinically detected RHD, ranging from less than 1 to 14 per 1000. It has emerged that previous studies may have markedly underestimated the prevalence of the disease, and recent data suggest that other regions may also present an even higher burden of disease. Since the first report of echocardiography as a potential screening tool, surveys were carried out in Mozambique, and subsequently in Uganda and in Senegal. All these studies demonstrated that echocardiography detects a significant additional number of children with clinically silent RHD, estimated to 7.5–51.6 per 1000 children (figure 1).

It has been calculated that if 1.5% of people with RHD die each year, the approximate number of deaths due to RHD would range from 233 000 to 294 000 per year worldwide. Although echocardiography may prove a valuable tool in detecting RHD cases at an early stage, fundamental issues remain to be addressed. Echocardiographic detection of morphologically abnormal valves or significant valvular regurgitation does not guarantee later progression to advanced valvular disease, nor has the clinical effectiveness of secondary prophylaxis in this population been proven. A first step towards the assessment of subclinical RHD has been taken through the standardisation of echocardiography criteria under the auspices of the World Heart Federation. However, if this newly described entity is proven to impact on prognosis, easier ways of detecting the disease may be needed in the field. Indeed, differences in echo criteria may impact on the case detection rates, making echo-based screening particularly challenging. The ideal screening age is also still unclear. Recent data from Dakar emphasised that adolescents in their late teens should be considered suitable for screening in the light of the higher prevalence of the disease, and the clearer cardiac lesions. Currently, echo-based screening remains a research tool with several unanswered questions with experts agreeing that antibiotic prophylaxis should be initiated in cases of definite subclinical RHD.

**In rheumatic heart disease**

**PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PREVENTION FOR RHD: INTEGRATION INTO SPECIFIC AFRICAN PROGRAMMES**

Prevention for RHD includes: (1) improvement of socioeconomic conditions with better hygiene and housing (i.e. primordial prevention); (2) primary prevention through antibiotic treatment of GAS pharyngitis; and (3) secondary prevention of ARF recurrence by penicillin prophylaxis against repeated or chronic ARF attacks. To date, only South Africa has a national guideline for RHD prevention on the continent (table 1).
Penicillin, a low-cost drug, is the cornerstone to the treatment of RHD since it prevents the advent of ARF and its recurrence. Emphasis should thus be made on the prevention of the disease through comprehensive register-based programmes in order to deliver penicillin for primary and secondary prophylaxis. Safe administration of penicillin is still an issue in many resource-deprived settings and should become a priority in primary care facilities.

To date, primary prevention alone has often been neglected as a large scale strategy in developing countries. A systematic review on primary prevention showed an overall benefit by preventing 1 ARF case for 53 sore throats treated, confirmed by the meta-analysis of Lennon et al. However, these results remain somewhat controversial largely due to the fact that a controlled randomised trial recently failed to demonstrate any
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**Figure 1** Schoolchildren echo-based screening. Africa 2000–2010. Clinical versus echocardiography (probable and definite lesions) approaches.
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**Table 1** Available recommendations for secondary prophylaxis for rheumatic heart disease (RHD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guidelines</th>
<th>Preferred antibiotic</th>
<th>Intramuscular benzathine benzylpenicillin doses</th>
<th>Interval of benzathine injections</th>
<th>Oral alternative treatments and doses</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>Benzathine penicillin G</td>
<td>&lt;30 kg: 600 000 U ≥30 kg: 1200000 U</td>
<td>21 days if high risk 28 days if low risk</td>
<td>Phenoxymethylpenicillin 250 mg twice daily</td>
<td>No evidence of carditis: 5 years since last attack or 18 years* Resolved carditis: 10 years since last attack or 25 years old* Moderate – severe or surgery: Lifelong.</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia and New Zealand</td>
<td>Benzathine penicillin G</td>
<td>&lt;20 kg: 600 000 U ≥20 kg: 1 200 000 U</td>
<td>4 weeks (3 weeks for selected groups)</td>
<td>Phenoxymethylpenicillin 250 mg twice daily</td>
<td>No evidence of carditis: 10 years since last attack or 21 years* No RHD or mild: 10 years since last attack or 21 years old* Moderate: until 35 years Severe: 40 years or longer</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Benzathine penicillin G</td>
<td>&lt;27 kg: 600 000 U ≥27 kg: 1 200 000 U</td>
<td>&lt;27 kg: 15 days ≥27 kg: 21 days</td>
<td>Phenoxymethylpenicillin Children: 250 mg twice daily Adults: 500 mg twice daily</td>
<td>No evidence of carditis: 5 years since last attack or 18 years* Mild to moderate: 10 years since last attack or 25 years old* Severe RHD or post-intervention: Lifelong or until 40 years of age</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Benzathine penicillin G</td>
<td>&lt;30 kg: 600 000–900 000 U ≥30kg: 1 200 000 U</td>
<td>3 weekly</td>
<td>Phenoxymethylpenicillin ≥30 kg: 250 mg twice daily &lt;30 kg: 125 mg twice daily</td>
<td>No evidence of carditis: 5years since last attack or 18 years* Established: 10 years since last attack or 25 years old Severe/post valve replacement: Lifelong.</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Whichever is longer.
benefit of prophylaxis in this setting. However, by contrast with the previous reports, this last trial refers to a strategy of active ascertainment of pharyngitis in a school system followed by treatment with oral penicillin. Two main arguments have been raised against primary prophylaxis: asymptomatic throat infection, and the possibility of other sites of pathogenic infection (such as skin). In the African context, there is no available evidence that would favour skin infection in the genesis of ARF. On the other hand, approximately 18% of schoolchildren are asymptomatic GAS carriers in Ethiopia and may be at risk of developing the classical pharyngitis-ARF pathway.

Experts agree however that primary prophylaxis in developing countries should be based on primary healthcare and cannot rely on the availability of microbiological diagnosis. Clinical scores helping to predict GAS infection had failed in the past, and systematic treatment of sore throat without bacteriological tests have to be advocated in sub-Saharan countries. A better understanding of reasons behind the difficulty of primary prevention has been recently carried out in Tanzania, emphasising the negligence of patients and also medical staff regarding the importance of consulting and treating sore throats.

Vaccine development is the main promise for primary prevention. Most developments have unfortunately targeted strains prevalent in other regions (North America, Europe and Australia), whereas recent African data emphasised the high diversity of GAS emm types among healthy schoolchildren in Ethiopia. Although research in vaccines using highly conserved antigens and 30-valent N-terminal region remains active, no vaccine is scheduled for phase 2 clinical trials in the foreseeable future. The high heritability and ongoing research on genetic susceptibility may be particularly helpful for a better understanding of the pathogenesis of ARF and may guide vaccine development.

Duration of secondary prophylaxis depends on several factors most important of which is the presence and severity of RHD and the risk of recurrence, suggesting the need for lifelong prophylaxis in the presence of severe RHD or previous heart valve surgery beyond childhood. Poor compliance has been the principal issue in relatively well-funded programmes. Compliance with prophylactic benzathine penicillin appears even lower in the African context, being only of 37.5% after 3 months in Congo. This particularly low compliance has mainly been reported to be associated with the target population’s mobility, understaffing and remote settings.

To the best of our knowledge, there is very scarce data on the cost-effectiveness of prevention in Africa. The principal study evaluated primary prevention—the cost per ARF episode prevented has been estimated at US$46 in South Africa. Secondary prophylaxis is thought to be the most cost-effective of interventions, but this has not been verified in any recent African study. Irlam et al have recently assessed the cost-effectiveness of primary prophylaxis by a single penicillin injection for pharyngitis in urban South Africa, and favour the use of a clinical score to guide treatment. However, these results may not apply to many sub-Saharan countries with markedly lower per capita Gross domestic product than South Africa.

Up to the 2000s, relatively little progress has been made towards achieving the implementation of a comprehensive programme for the secondary prevention of ARF/RHD in Africa. In 2005, African medical practitioners subscribed to the Drakensberg declaration on prevention and control of RHD in Africa. Known as the Awareness Surveillance Advocacy Prevention project, it calls for a comprehensive strategy based on the pillars of awareness-raising, surveillance, advocacy and prevention to be applied in all African countries. In 2012, the (hospital-based) Rheumatic Heart Disease Global Registry (REMEDY) is the first attempt at comprehensive characterisation of RHD in countries where it is most prevalent. The aims are to collect detailed data on clinical and echocardiographic features at presentation and follow-up and meticulously document clinical and echocardiographic progression of disease and the occurrence of disease-related adverse events during the course of the study.

INNOVATIONS, ADVANCES AND LOCALLY-APPROPRIATE MANAGEMENT IN SEVERE CHD AND RHD

Although the percutaneous approach is now the standard approach for definitive correction of defects such as patent ductus arteriosus and valvular pulmonary stenosis, the lack of cardiac catheterisation laboratories has precluded this being introduced into routine clinical practice in many African countries. A recent report from Rwanda however, demonstrated the innovative use of a monoplane conventional C-arm x-ray system and portable ultrasound machine in order to complete several diagnostic and interventional procedures, including closure of atrial septal defects, patent ductus arteriosus and ballooning of valvular pulmonary stenosis. This has demonstrated the possibility of performing cardiac interventions on children safely and effectively in under-resourced environments with excellent results. Programmes such as these should be strongly encouraged, and expanded to other countries to provide critical services for patients with simple congenital cardiac lesions that can be corrected at a reasonable cost.

The late presentation of CHD presents special challenges, which is unique to the developing country situation, and the need for a structured management pathway. It is also apparent from countries with long-established cardiac surgical programmes that increased survival in childhood will lead to an increasing number of patients with grown-up CHD. In the past decade, there have been major advances in highly technical and expensive catheter interventions for complex CHD such as percutaneous valve replacements, occluders, stents and balloons, and complex hybrid procedures. These techniques have been successfully introduced to Africa in certain tertiary and quaternary centres. However it is important to note that these interventions are restricted to complex CHD, which is the minority of lesions detected, and to specific centres in South Africa, Egypt and Sudan. These innovations however provide opportunities to develop crucial expertise and serves as an important source of centres of excellence for the whole of Africa. Contextualising interventions in terms of local needs and resources should be integral to the choice of surgery and intervention, especially in view of the vast differences in healthcare funding. Unique African challenges such as malnutrition and poor follow-up initially resulted in a preponderance of palliative procedures, however with review; the benefits of definitive repair are obvious.

Medical and surgical care for people with severe RHD is the least cost-effective intervention and consumes the vast majority of funds available for RHD control in endemic regions. Sadly, RHD diagnosis in Africa is usually established at an advanced stage of the disease, when severe valve lesions become symptomatic, and significant intervention is indicated. However, percutaneous mitral dilatation, closed heart mitral commissurotomy and open heart surgery are limited to a few centres in Africa.

Percutaneous mitral balloon commissurotomy has replaced surgical commissurotomy over the past two decades as the
treatment of choice for significant mitral stenosis and yields excellent outcomes. It has been recently demonstrated that clinical presentation of mitral stenosis significantly varies across the world with particularly young and severe patients in Africa. Recent data from Egypt also suggest that redo mitral balloon commissurotomy for mitral restenosis is feasible and safe, and achieves immediate and long-term outcome comparable with initial mitral balloon commissurotomy.

In patients requiring heart surgery, valvuloplasty is always attempted, even at the risk of suboptimal results, owing to its advantages in avoidance of anticoagulation, and thus allowance for pregnancies. Valve replacement presents a dilemma due to the generalised lack of adequate facilities for anticoagulation. Recent experience from Senegal evaluated the mid-term outcome of mitral valve repair in children, demonstrating encouraging results, dependent on careful patient selection and evaluation of lesions. Findings from South Africa confirm superior long-term outcome in patients who underwent mitral valve repair while also demonstrating reasonable long-term results for mitral valve replacement in an indigent population.

THE AFRICAN HEALTH WORKFORCE CRISIS: A MAJOR BARRIER TO CHD AND RHD MANAGEMENT IN AFRICA

Sub-Saharan Africa carries over 24% of the global disease burden but is home to only 3% of the global health workforce, in sharp contrast to the Americas, with only 10% of the world disease burden but 37% of the global health workforce. It has been said that this inequity in the global health workforce represents the greatest impediment to health in sub-Saharan Africa. Ethiopia has one of the lowest doctors to population ratio with only 1600 doctors serving a population of 83 million and like other countries in Africa, has been plagued by high attrition rates of qualified staff and significant migration of health professionals, including pharmacists, nurses and laboratory technicians, to developed nations or local private organisations. The response from the Ethiopian health ministry in 2008 was a commitment to increase the number of practising doctors in the country by 9000 over the following 4 years. Incentives have been introduced for doctors alongside a targeted programme to improve primary healthcare resulting in a vast increase in the number of primary health workers. Similar country-led and country-specific interventions that seek solutions beyond the health sector are urgently required throughout the continent. The most pressing needs and urgent research priorities for RHD and CHD are summarised in table 2.

The need for sufficient health workers to be trained, sustained and retained in sub-Saharan African countries cannot be over emphasised.

CARDIAC SURGERY IN AFRICA: ROLE OF CONTINENTAL (NORTH-SOUTH) AS WELL AS SOUTH-SOUTH COLLABORATIONS

Efforts to overcome the multiple barriers to cardiac surgery have resulted in humanitarian projects along two patterns: (1) transfer of children to receive cardiac surgical care abroad, either pro bono or at reduced fees or (2) visiting surgical teams. Both of these models have demonstrated successes; however these are not tenable long-term solutions. We now see a paradigm shift in terms of cooperation to improve access to cardiac surgery for congenital and acquired lesions in Africa.

Several new paediatric cardiac centres are currently funded by non-governmental organisations but run on a permanent basis in African countries. The Salam Centre for cardiac surgery in Sudan, managed by an Italian humanitarian organisation, is the only centre in central Africa offering a free-of-charge service for comprehensive cardiac services. Another important collaboration is that established in Cameroon. This project has been able to demonstrate its feasibility, while stressing the importance of human resource capacity building and a robust funding mechanism to achieve longevity and long-term sustainability.

The Walter Sisulu Paediatric Centre for Africa in South Africa provided a continental referral centre, training surgeons who would then develop programmes in their own countries. As a result, the Ghanaian National Cardiothoracic Centre (established in 1989), has been accredited by the West African College of Surgeons as a centre of excellence for the training of cardiothoracic surgeons, providing a much needed resource for West Africa, one of the poorest regions in the world. The Pan African Society of Cardiology is a platform which allows for development of these critical partnerships to serve all the children of Africa: thus far it has helped to establish links between African universities and institutions impacting on training, teaching and outreach.

The final model is that of systematic programme development in order to build a long-term successful programme. Here the focus is on developing and strengthening local teams and the creation of pathways to sustainability. A commitment from all involved parties, including government is paramount. New cardiac programmes such as those established in Mozambique, Namibia and Uganda have adopted the approach of inclusivity and a carefully staged cardiac programme to ensure long-term success. Figure 2 depicts countries with established cardiac programmes performing at least 100 cases per year, providing training and in some cases, certification for cardiologists or cardiac surgeons. These numbers include surgery for congenital and acquired cardiac lesions in public and private units.

CONCLUSIONS

Africa continues to carry the heavy burden of RHD in children and young adults while access to appropriate management of CHD, including simple defects, remains to be addressed. New data confirms a high prevalence of subclinical RHD in studies
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Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Critical areas of further research, clinical practice and critical issues for congenital heart disease (CHD) and rheumatic heart disease (RHD) in Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epidemiology of CHD</td>
<td>Acute Rheumatic Fever (ARF), Incidence of ARF, Long-term pathogenesis and natural history studies on subclinical RHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contemporary burden of disease estimates</td>
<td>Antenatal screening of CHD Postnatal screening for CHD: high index of clinical suspicion Postnatal screening for critical CHD Essential medicines, for example, penicillin, heart failure medicines and point-of-care INR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence of ARF</td>
<td>Advocacy around cardiovascular diseases, congenital and acquired. Funding: innovative methods of funding of programmes for prevention, diagnosis and management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term pathogenesis and natural history studies on subclinical RHD</td>
<td>Training for community, healthcare workers and patients with RHD and CHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal age of screening</td>
<td>Awareness raising for CHD and RHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-effectiveness of echocardiography-based screening</td>
<td>Development of integrated management pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenatal screening of CHD</td>
<td>Strengthening of health systems including primary healthcare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from Uganda, Senegal and Mozambique. The application of standardised criteria in follow-up reviews of children with sub-clinical RHD will be crucial in establishing the role of early echo-based detection of RHD. Primary prophylaxis of ARF may be a cost-effective prevention strategy in middle-income African countries. Although comprehensive prevention programmes (focused on early detection and treatment of RHD and CHD) are still lacking in most African countries, several critical partnerships have been established in the recent decade to facilitate improved management of those with congenital and acquired heart disease. Most importantly multisectoral and multidisciplinary platforms have given rise to new cardiac centres acting as continental centres of excellence, comprehensive integrated service frameworks and landmark research focusing on the African context.
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